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HYPERCUSTOMIZATION
In the past, discrete manufacturers were able to build for stock, selling
through local distribution networks. Levels of customization were limited
and supply chain operated in much the same way they did 50 or 60 years
ago. Globalization has enabled manufacturers to reach new customers
and source components from further afield, but this has also made supply
chains more vulnerable to disruption.
To achieve higher levels of customization in most manufacturing
processes will require new attitudes and substantial re-engineering of
supply chains and factory processes. Yet the expectations of customers,
from consumers through to large enterprises, have now been set. They
expect to receive the exact product they require and no longer see
customization as an option.
Moving to a Lot Size One model cannot be achieved through traditional
methods or technologies as it requires more flexible and dynamic
operating models and more responsive supply chains. The ability
to personalize a product to an individual consumers requirements while
employing highly automated production techniques and networked
machines is one of the main elements that make up Industry 4.0.
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LOCALIZED
MANUFACTURING
China has long been known as the “workshop of the world” due to an
abundance of lower-wage workers and highly evolved business ecosystem
comprising suppliers, component manufacturers and distributors. In recent
years, rising labor costs and skills shortages in China coupled with
competition from other emerging economies have partly eroded the huge advantage that China once enjoyed as a manufacturing nation.
Although offshoring is far from dying out, a counter trend has emerged in the
last decade, namely localized manufacturing. This has been adopted by
manufacturers in developed economies to benefit from greater flexibility and
proximity to markets and centers of technological excellence. These
advantages may outweigh those of offshoring and large-scale process
manufacturing for a growing range of products, especially those with a digital
component, which increasingly includes most capital and consumer goods.
We can see a future in which the traditional centralized manufacturing plant
producing large numbers of identical products becomes another part of
history. By building smaller satellite plants for supply of customized products
to local markets, we transform supply chains, reduce environmental burdens,
simplify logistics requirements and bring greater agility to processes. This is
likely to be the winning future model.
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PRODUCT AS A
SERVICE

The upside and
downside of servitization
Rolls Royce’s “power
-by-the-hour” service option
charges airlines a fixed cost
per flying hour. Less engine
downtime means happier
customers and more revenue
for Rolls Royce.
But in the Covid-19 pandemic
with many aircraft grounded,
Rolls Royce’s service
revenues collapsed.

In a growing range of industries, digital technologies are creating radically
new and “smarter” products, with a consequent disruption to existing
business models and hastening the decline of physical products like music
CDs or newspapers.
As product life cycles shorten and technological complexity grows, outright
ownership of products becomes less attractive. The rise of the SaaS model in
software and MaaS in transportation are examples of this new generation of
services that focus on the experience rather than the product, and encourage
use over ownership.
The product-as-a-service idea is attracting growing interest from all types of
manufacturers as a way to boost the profitability of their products, improve
customer engagement and launch new lines of business. IoT technologies
make it possible to track how products are being used in the field and so
develop different revenue models:
Moving to packaged solutions, lease and payment by results, rather
than by product.
Reducing levels of financial and operational risk (move to OpEx, lease
rather than buy).
Monetizing the growing importance of the services and data that
surround a product, as well as the product itself – so-called
servitization.
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ENABLING
CHANGE
Transformation of Manufacturing
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TRANSFORMATION OF
MANUFACTURING
The evolution to Industry 4.0 will enable production systems, which
already have processing capabilities, to communicate with other
machines, sensors and IT systems in the Internet of Things (IoT).
This networking of all production systems creates smarter factories
that potentially enable much production to be done autonomously with
human interactions increasingly done online via “digital twins” - digital
representations of a physical plant or system.
AI-driven systems can predict complex interactions between
production units and automate requests for parts, labor, tools and
repairs.AI systems will create schedules and manage workflows,
permit robots to work safely alongside humans on assembly lines, and
identify defects in QA processes.
Sensor data enabling predictive maintenance to reduce downtime and
production assets can be managed from “single pane of glass” control
systems, with the goal of optimizing the production process and
making it more responsive to emerging trends and signals from
the market.
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N T T DATA
A N D SA P
Different Roles, Different Priorites

Key Areas for Technology Investment

Specific Challenges for Sub-Sectors

NTT DATA: Digital Sales Plays

How SAP Fits In

How SAP Fits In

NTT DATA Portfolio of SAP Business Process,
Technology and Project Services
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DIFFERENT ROLES,
DIFFERENT
PRIORITES
CFO

Ensure transparency of
profitability and
sustainable investment.

Digital transformation is in full swing
in the Manufacturing sector. Changing
expectations and sustainability
targets combined with complex and
outdated IT Infrastructure put the
C-Level under particular pressure.
Each role faces different challenges
within this overarching theme of
transformation.

Ensure compliance with
regulations.

COO

Cost reductions enabled
by digitalisation.
Lean supply chain.
Lean procurement.

CIO

Provide fast release
cycles and flexible
platform for new business
models.
Renew legacy systems.

Build in financial flexibility.

Cost-cutting on internal
processes and spending.

CHO

CMO

CSO

Highly automated but in-

Regain customer‘s
trust in the selling
process.

Prepare for lean and
service-driven HR for new
generation of staff.
Transform from
admin-oriented HR to
business-enabling HR.

Change from mass
marketing to
personalized marketing
and ROI-driven lead
generation.

Generate additional
revenues.

Renew customer
service management
(Ticket prevention).
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KEYAREAS FOR TECHNOLOGY
INVESTMENT
Upgrading legacy technology and systems:
Legacy systems act as a break on innovation and dampen agility. Manufacturers must plan for
the stage-by-stage, non-disruptive replacement of obsolete technology and equipment.
Connecting operational siloes:
Industry 4.0 requires integration at a very deep level, enabling end-to-end manufacturing as far
as possible. Siloes prevent this vision from becoming reality and so they must be removed.
Closing the IT-OT divide:
The once-separate worlds of IT and OT are becoming increasingly intertwined as business
systems draw their data from manufacturing equipment and vice versa. That creates particular
security risks.
Integrating and upgrading control systems:
Smart, largely automated management systems will be needed to needed to manage fleets of
production assets from central control locations.
Enabling higher levels of automation:
To overcome the “islands of automation” that characterize many factories, automation needs
to cross production siloes, aided by the “single pane of glass” approach to system visibility.
Optimizing supply chains:
As products become more complex and build-to-order models more prevalent, manufacturers
may need to reshore parts of their supply chain to increase responsiveness or diversify their
supplier base to reduce supply chain risk.
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SPECIFIC CHALLENGES FOR
SUB-SECTORS
Aerospace & Defense Manufacturing:
Rationalize and simplify processes, integrate with suppliers and partners and drive
supply chain efficiencies.
Automotive:
Improve manufacturing and supply chain processes by adopting new sensor and
cloud technologies and transforming customer relationships with digital marketing.
Consumer Goods Manufacturing:
Adjust quickly to economic cycles, seasons and fast-changing buyer preferences
with smart factory systems.
Digital Manufacturing:
Improve visibility from the factory floor to the executive suite with integrated digital
technologies.
High-Tech Manufacturing:
Create new opportunities and boost productivity with virtualization, cloud and
mobile technologies, and social media.
Industrial & Heavy Equipment Manufacturing:
Improve the organization and management of outbound supply chains to ensure
on-time delivery of manufactured equipment anywhere.
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NTT DATA:
DIGITAL SALES PLAYS
FOCUS AREA

VALUE POSITION

1 | Digital Back Office Transformation.
Full end-to-end process and technology transformation, based on automotive
best practice for greenfield and efficient technology conversion for brownfield.

•New standardized and harmonized process outline to provide maximum flexibility and.
•High program efficiency by leveraging full agile suite from BPML, user stories, documentation, system-led
show & tell up to enablement.

2 | Digital Finance.
High Performance Finance Process Framework, re-designing financial
processes via adoption of the latest SAP Technologies.

•Accelerated closing, enabling a real-time P&L and smart financial self-service reporting.
•Rapid planning and forecasting.
•Integrated product- lifecycle costing.
•Predictive models to support go-to-market strategies and customer Profitability Analysis.

3 | Digital CX.
Coverage of full digital customer lifecycle to retain customers and efficient
new-lead management (OEM/Dealership).

•Personal communication via customer’s preferred channel to improve customer experience.
•Understanding the customers and reinforcing loyalty.
•Central data systems for a holistic customer view.
•Attract and generate new revenue streams.

4 | Digital Sourcing and Procurement.
Enhance Sourcing capabilities and interactions with Suppliers.
Optimize Procure to Pay.

•Integration with supplier networks, simplify tendering, contract management, performance assessment.
•Improved sourcing flexibility.
•Monitoring of planned, contracted and delivered material & end-to-end pricing.

5 | Digital Supply Chain – Logistics & Assets.
Inbound/Warehouse/Outbound optimization via real-time tracking, prediction
and recommendation for fast decision making.

•Real time inventory visibility and real-time inbound/outbound tracking.
•Prediction and real-time decision support to reduce shortage and potential downtimes or setup costs.
•Real-time asset registration and monitoring; elimination of expensive reconciliation.

6 | Digital Factory.
Connected production/assembly line with predictive maintenance, integrated
warehouse management and supply chain control tower.

•Optimize lead times through increased inventory and WIP accuracy.
•Advanced planning and operational flexibility (mixed assembly line).
•Improve operational performance and reduce operations and maintenance costs.

7 | Digital Transformation - Change Management & Enablement.
Organizational change management and communication for business and IT
target group. Early technology enablement within client process environment.

•Holistic and comprehensive change management along advisory services for organizational and process
change, communication and technology enablement for maximized adoption rate.
•Integration of existing SAP enablement sources, enriched by client-specific process & technology
enablement (classroom & CBT-based).

8 | Value-Led Transformation via Process Mining.
Process Analysis and Optimization referencing on KPI value tree.

•System-led process analysis on processes in-use, variants and processing time.
•System-led process documentation for optimization, enablement and monitoring during digital
transformation programs and regional rollouts.
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HOW SAP
FITS IN

Post-Pandemic
Manufacturing
One of the consequences
of the Covid-19 pandemic
is that manufacturers are
increasing investment in
automation to ensure
production is not so badly
affected in the event of
future disruptions that
affect their workforce.

SAP software is used by manufacturers to run a wide variety of core business
processes, including R&D, manufacturing, logistics, demand management,
inventory, customer experience management and field service management,
along with cross-enterprise business functions in areas such as HR,
procurement and digital asset management.
S/4HANA, is most significant development in SAP’s strategy in nearly 30 years
and represents a radical change from its predecessor ERP platforms, because
of the new database and its cloud-first philosophy.
The move to SAP S/4HANA is becoming the basic first step in the long-term
journey of change that all SAP ERP manufacturers must eventually take. Why?
Because S/4HANA embeds designed-in flexibility into the heart of enterprise
management systems. This reduces the technology burden, cuts out the time
and cost represented by multiple interfaces.
With a flexible, agile core at the heart of their business, manufacturers can
capture new opportunities more quickly, adapt to changing customer demands,
and minimize the impact of unforeseen events.
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NTT DATA PORTFOLIO OF SAP
BUSINESS PROCESS, TECHNOLOGY
AND PROJECT SERVICES
Business Areas
in the context of
new digital
needs and CxO
requirements

Finance & Controlling
Finance – Accounting
Finance – Controlling / EPM
Financial Consolidation & Planning
Financial Analytics
Product-Life-Costing
Export & Customs
Audit and Risk management
Treasury Solutions

digitalization

Procurement
Inbound/Outbound Logistics
Production
Transport Management
Warehouse Management
Asset & Plant Maintenance
IoT, Kanban, JIT/JIS
SCM Planning & Analytics

SAP S/4HANA
SAP GRC

SAP GTS
SAP PLC

SAP BPC
SAC / DWC/ BW / BO

successfully

SAP APO / IBP / PPPS
SAP SCM / SAP eWM
SAP AIM

Payroll
HR Administration & Operations
HR Talent & Performance
Learning
GDPR

SAP Ariba
SAP Concur

SAP Hybris
Qualtrics

Finance & Controlling
Business
Advisory

SAP MDM / MDG
SAP Data Intelligence

SAP Business
Technology Platform
SAP IOT / Intelligent RPA

Migration +
Transform. Service

SAP BTM

SAP HCM
SAP SFSF

Development - Transformation
Adoption
Services

Project + Deployment
Services

Digital
Innovation

SAP Solution Manager
SAP PI / PO / API

Operations - Realization
Support +
Development Services

SAP ACTIVATE

Managed
Services

Agile Kanban

NTT DATA One Method

delivering value
to our clients

Sales
Marketing Campaigns
Customer Service
Loyalty
Customer Data & Analytics

SAP Digital Enablers – Business Technology Platform

to life

Service
&
v
Methodology

Customer

SAP Business Solutions – Digital Core & Cloud Solutions

Technology
bringing

Logistic & Operations

ources
Human Resources

SAP
LACE

DISCOVER (LAND, Pre-Sales)

RUN (ADOPT, Go-Live)

OPTIMIZE (CONSUME, Operate)

INNOVATE (EXPAND, Upsell)
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N T T DATA ’ s V A L U E
PROPOSITION FOR
MANUFACTURERS
Why Choose NTT DATA for Your
SAP Manufacturing Project

NTT DATA in Manufacturing

NTT DATA’s Portfolio for Manufacturers

SAP S/4HANA experience

SAP S/4HANA Template For Manufacturing

NTT DATA’s SAP Manufacturing Accelerators
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WHYCHOOSE
NTT DATA FOR YOUR SAP
MANUFACTURING PROJECT
NTT DATA is a formidable force in SAP services with more than 20,000 SAP professionals, 2,700 SAP clients worldwide, 21
delivery centers and operations in 41 countries.
NTT DATA has achieved the highest accolade by SAP, Global Strategic Services Partner, which recognizes its ability to offer a
wide range of best-in-class business consulting and solution implementation services in support of SAP technology.
NTT DATA is in the Top Ten of SAP Services providers worldwide according to Gartner.
Our solutions leverage our business-specific expertise and skillsets in SAP technologies but also in other digital technologies,
such as AI and IoT, for example.

Ful l y c us to mi z e d SAP S /4HANA s y s te m
in c l ud i ng a l l c o r e - a re a s suc h a s F in a n ce ,
So ur c i ng & P ro c ure me nt , M a nuf a ctu r in g ,
As se t M a nag e me nt, S al e s, Sup ply C h a in .
Inc l ud e s 113 B e s t P ra c ti c e s .
NTT DATA
Manufacturing
Template

NTT D AT A SAP a c c e l e r at o r s c an re d u ce
the ti me to mark e t and c o st o f y ou r
imp l e me nt a ti o n:
1. D i g i ti z e d M a i nte nanc e .
2. S i e me ns T e amc e nte r S/4HAN A
In te g ra ti o n F rame w o rk .
3. As s e mb l e to Or d e r sup p o rte d by C PQ .

N TT DATA ha s been servi n g t he
ma n u fa c tu ri n g i n d u stry for more tha n
4 0 y ea rs.
W e ha ve 1 5 ,0 0 0 professi on a l s servi n g
ma n u fa c tu ri n g c l i en ts.

Industry
Experience

S/4HANA
Experience

NTT DATA SAP
Accelerators

• 29-year par tnership with SAP.
• Over 5, 000 active SAP clie nts.
• Leading SAP par tner with over 300
S/4H AN A projects.
• Resou rce coverag e in over 58
countries.
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NTT DATA IN
MANUFACTURING
We drive digital transformation that helps manufacturers realize the value
of Industry 4.0 and IT/OT convergence with credible, differentiated
solutions.
NTT DATA is differentiated by real-world client intimacy and
enterprise-scale to solve our clients’ toughest problems today and prepare
them to win in the future. We have truly global enterprise capabilities and
industry expertise in both platforms and services.
Our services for manufacturers combine our industry solutions, like Smart
Operations Platform (featuring data, insights, and edge computing to fuel
manufacturing digital workflows in a secure environment), and industry
consulting.
The Smart Operations platform serves end-to-end activities from
R&D, production to support services.
Technology components are then integrated horizontally across
activities.
NTT DATA’s roadmap combines analytics, innovation, and digital
ecosystems that lead to the future digital economy.

A significant share of NTT
DATA’s

$2.6bn

R&D budget is aimed
directly at enabling our
clients’ digital
manufacturing journey.

We’re Leaders in IoT
NelsonHall has identified NTT DATA
as a Leader in the Manufacturing
Capability market segment in its “IoT
in Digital Transformation” report.
This demonstrates NTT DATA’s ability
to meet future client requirements as
well as delivering immediate benefits
to IoT services clients in the manufacturing sector.
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NTT DATA’S PORTFOLIO
FOR MANUFACTURERS
Industry Consulting
Innovation Advisory & Strategy
Business Insights Strategy & Planning
Business Case & Roadmap Development
Platform & Technology Advisory
Strategic Program Mgmt & Value Realization

Digital Industry Platforms

Digital Accelerators

Smart
Operations
Platform

Smart Process &
Quality
Management

Smart Safety for
Manufacturing

Supply Chain 4.0
Platform

Trusted Cold Chain
Solution

Life Sciences
Insights

SAP S/4HANA Manufacturing Template
SFDC Manufacturing Template
Manufacturing Enterprise Cloud

IoT Smart Manufacturing (with FANUC)
IoT Architecture Framework for Big Data

Business Process Design

Digital Workplace Integration

Automation Strategy and Planning
Organizational Change Management

Standardized technology
and automation platforms

Industry-specific workflows
and process
templates

NTT Smart
Platform

Integration platform of data
from multiple sources

CorevoTM Artificial
Intelligence Ecosystem

Analytics-driven workflows
that orchestrate business
processes

Seamless access to insights and workflows
through Digital Workplace

Manufacturing OT Security
Intelligent Automation

Partnerships with industry
leading Platforms
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SAP S/4HANA
EXPERIENCE
The mission of the S/4HANA CoE is to ensure the NTT DATA SAP business is best
equipped to carry out S/4HANA transformation projects for NTT DATA customers.
It activities comprise:
Knowledge management and innovation: A team is dedicated to researching
each new solution (or version), the improvements it brings to customers, and its
application in different functional areas and sectors.
Permanent education: The CoE makes a key contribution to the NTT DATA
training strategy and ensures staff know of the latest developments concerning
S/4HANA.
The best way to work: The CoE establishes the most appropriate implementation
strategy and tools for each type of S/HANA project.
Tool Development / Accelerators: These guarantee the best and most efficient
evolution to S/4HANA and accelerate implementation to deliver most value to the
customer.
Laboratories and prototypes: Laboratories use the latest versions of S/4HANA,
based on bet practices and integrated with other LoB solutions, the SAP Business
Technology Platform, analytics solutions and others.
Alliances with other partners: These complement our commercial approach in
different types of projects, project phases or types of clients.

S/4HANA Center of Excellence (CoE)
With S/4HANA as a key aspect of SAP’s strategy,
the S/4HANA CoE helps translate the strategy to
business results for NTT DATA customers. The
S/4HANA CoE also acts as the enablement and
knowledge exchange hub within NTT DATA.

Our S/4HANA Track Record:
190+ live S/4HANA customers
350+ ongoing S/4HANA projects
Pinnacle Award winner 2017,2018, 2019, 2020
Member of the SAP S/4HANA Customer Care Program
Support from the SAP S/4HANA Global & Regional
Implementation Group
CoE for Carve-Outs and M&A
We are:

Continuous improvement: Mechanisms and tools that provide feedback to the
projects and from the projects the knowledge and tools.
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SAP S/4HANA TEMPLATE
FOR MANUFACTURING
This preconfigured SAP system has been developed based on NTT DATA’s
extensive experience and in-depth knowledge of the manufacturing industry.
It supports all standard financial, commercial, manufacturing and logistical
processes covered by S/4HANA.
It includes 113 Best Practices (Finance, Sourcing & Procurement,
Manufacturing, Asset Management, Sales, Supply Chain).
In addition, it includes the following functionalities that are relevant to
manufacturing:
Accelerated Customer Returns.
Sales Rebate Processing.
Advanced Available-to-Promise.
Advanced Credit Management.
Lot fabrication.
Predictive MRP (pMRP).
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NTT DATA’S SAP MANUFACTURING
ACCELERATORS
Digitized Maintenance

Reflecting the “servitization” trend, Digitized
Maintenance allows manufacturers to follow
their products throughout the value chain,
optimize maintenance, and develop new
services.
The solution connects a product using sensors or other devices to SAP AIN, which acts
as the central hub for all asset information,
failure reporting, and maintenance activities.

Siemens Teamcenter S/4HANA
Integration Framework

Analyze and automate payments
using Fiori and RPA

Following an agreement between SAP and
Siemens, manufacturers seeking an integrated
solution for product lifecycle, supply chain and
asset management may want to consider
Siemens Teamcenter, which SAP promotes as
the core foundation for product lifecycle
collaboration and product data management.
This accelerator acts as an Integration
Framework managing the two software stacks
to enable seamless process and data
integration between them.

Swift and accurate payments are critical in the
todays global and interconnected economic
environment.
This is supporting a continuous and improved
relationship with the business partners in
general and with the vendors in particular. For a
customer using an ERP integrated system and
doing business globally it is of tremendous help
to analyze and process payments in the most
automated way as possible to minimize
accounting efforts as well as handling errors.

Benefits:
Helps manufacturers extend their business
model and leverage their installed base with sell-on
services.
Allows manufacturers to automatically log and

Benefits:
The framework allows SAP S/4HANA users to
quickly integrate Teamcenter, so offering them an

analyze failures in the field and so design better

alternative PLM solution to SAP’s own offering

products.

or Catia.

Makes it easier to recall or notify users and
partners of manufacturing issues.

Benefits:
Improve accounting data accuracy and conformity.
Minimize accounting efforts in processing manual
and individual payments.
Ease handling of errors.

Siemens Teamcenter can run on any hyperscaler
platform according to company’s chosen cloud
strategy.
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